
 

Updating Kitchens in a Weekend with our 

Renovation Hacks 

You can give your kitchens a fresh new look in just a couple of days. It 

doesn’t have to leave a big hole in your budget, and you don’t always need 

to be a highly skilled tradesperson. Just by applying a few of these easy 

renovation ‘hacks’, you can quickly give kitchens a complete face-lift. 

 

Repaint 
It’s incredible how a coat of paint can freshen up any area of your house. And, because kitchens are usually a reasonably small area, painting it 
is relatively easy. Try and choose a paint colour that will ‘play down’ any kitchen faults – for example, the lighter colour you paint walls and 
ceilings, the larger and brighter a room can look. If you are a totally inexperienced painter, read our Painting Mistakes blog, although it 
discusses painting a bathroom, most of the mistakes listed also apply to a kitchen. 
 

Take the Cabinet Doors Off 
One of the hot new looks in country and retro style kitchens, is to have open shelving. Try removing only one or two doors as a trial, and if 
you’re not happy with how it looks, simply put the old ones back. This is a relatively basic renovation that can have a massive impact on your 
kitchen’s appearance. 
 

Paint Cabinet Doors 
This work especially well for older wood-stained cabinets. You need to get good professional advice on what is the best type of paint to use. But, 
painting kitchen doors is a relatively easy way to dramatically change and freshen an older type of kitchen 
 

Replace Older Style Window Covers 
Take away those damaged blinds, and replace with slim lined blinds, or new fashioned shutters, which are especially good for added privacy. 
Another option that is becoming quite popular is simply to not have any kitchens window coverings at all. If you do decide to opt out of window 
coverings, you will be amazed at how much larger and open your kitchen can look. However, always remember that ‘anyone’ outside your home 
can see in, and no window coverings can let the warm air escape during winter months. 
 

Install New Lighting 

https://www.renovatorauctions.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Renovator-Auctions-Renovated-Bathrooms-Painting-Mistakes.pdf


One of the hot trends in home decorating is ‘pendant lighting’.  The large range of new fashioned pendant lights can be easily matched to suit 
almost any mode of décor. For inspiration check out Lights2You online store. However, if you really want to freshen up your kitchen without 
going over budget, our old friends Kmart has a range of deliciously cheap, screw on pendant lighting. So there’s no need for calling an 
electrician. 
 

Get New Appliances 
Nothing brings a fresher style to a kitchen than sparkling, new appliances. So, pass on your older model fridges, dishwashers and ovens to St. 
Vinnies and come and have a look at kitchens whitegoods listed at Renovator Auctions. We offer reputable brands for a lot less than retail price 
and these will really give your kitchen an amazing ‘new’ look. 
 

Change Your Tapware 
If you are going to update your kitchens, don’t forget about replacing old and tarnished tapware with one of the new sleek mixers. Water mixers 
come in a range of stock standard, pull out, push down and even ones that can spray your dishes. Make sure you choose one that will integrate 
seamlessly into your new style of kitchen. Excellent quality tapware is often listed in Renovator Auctions’ home improvement catalogue. 
 

Benchtops 
Although replacing benchtops can be tricky for most home handypeople, if your kitchens benchtops are particularly out-dated or worn, 
changing them can have a massive impact on how your renovated kitchen will look.  
Renovator Auctions also often has benchtops listed, so don’t forget to keep searching our catalogues. 
 

Shop For New Accessories 
A cheap and easy way to set a new style in kitchens, is to remove nearly all older accessories and replace them with more up-to-date ones. 
Again, this is where superstores, like Kmart, Target and Big W (and a lot of more exclusive homewares stores) can really provide the bits and 
pieces that add a personal touch to all kitchens. Pastel, greys and white still seem to be amazingly popular, as are retro, cork, wood and 
geometrical styles. 
 

Remember, as we always say, for some of these kitchens renovations you it will be best if you contact a tradesman to do the 

job.  And if improving your kitchen seems too much to undertake in just one weekend, either choose some of the less tricky 

ones, or maybe leave them for over the coming Labour Day Weekend, Easter Break or Queens Birthday long weekend, and save 

your time for finding your new Kitchen Appliances. 

Renovator Auctions often has many Kitchens Appliances listed each week, and we even have Special Sales of Appliances once every so often. 

Follow our Facebook page for notification of all our upcoming special sales. 

To view the incredible range of appliances for kitchens and laundries come and visit our showrooms at 28-34 Orange 

Grove Road, Liverpool (Warwick Farm), phone: (02) 9822 7883, fill out the form on our contacts page, or email us. For 

even more inspiration and tips like and follow us on our popular Pinterest and Facebook pages. 

https://www.lights2you.com.au/catalogsearch/result/?q=pendant
http://www.kmart.com.au/category/home-&-entertainment/home-by-category/home-decor/lighting/251199
https://www.renovatorauctions.com.au/events-and-promotions/
https://www.renovatorauctions.com.au/auction-catalogue/home-improvement/
https://www.renovatorauctions.com.au/events-and-promotions/
https://www.renovatorauctions.com.au/contact-us/
https://au.pinterest.com/renoauctions/
https://www.facebook.com/Renovator-Auctions-202098439838127/


* Any items mentioned or shown in pictures might not be available at Renovator Auctions at the time you visit. 

*This blog is general in nature and is ONLY meant to give readers an overview of the subject matter. Do NOT rely on this information for your specific needs. If you are 

planning to carry out any renovations to your home or business we highly recommend that you arrange for an accredited professional to visit your premises to advise on 

your SPECIFIC requirements. 
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